As semiconductor lithography is pushed to smaller dimensions, process yields tend to suffer due to subwavelength topographical imaging effects. Three dimensional or "thick mask" effects result in such things as a pitch dependent best focus and, for alternating phase shift masks (AltPSMs), an intensity imbalance between etched and un-etched features. Corrective mask structures such as the dual trench AltPSM have been introduced to compensate for such intensity imbalances. In this work, the compensation of thick mask effects is explored using the manipulation of the pupil wavefront through the addition of spherical aberration. The wavefront has been experimentally varied through the manipulation of the lens aberration in a state of the art full field scanner. Results reveal that the influence of spherical aberration on best focus is predictable, allowing focus deviation through pitch to be tuned. Simulations further predict that aberration manipulation can provide compensation for thick mask effects by increasing the useable depth of focus for a particular set of features on both AltPSM and thicker film attenuated PSM masks. Such pupil wavefront correction has the potential to compensate for mask topography by matching thick mask effects to those of thin masks.
INTRODUCTION
Mask topography effects have gained significant attention with advanced technology nodes due to the imaging challenges that arise for thick masks. For an AltPSM, the intensity imbalance between the etched and un-etched spaces result in a degraded useable depth of focus (UDOF) [1] . Mask stacks that avoid this intensity imbalance have been developed, such as dual trench (DT) AltPSM and Sidewall Chrome Alternating Aperture Mask (SCAAM), but require multiple etch steps and therefore are complex to fabricate [2, 3] . A thick mask stack can also cause a pitch dependent best focus [4] . A bi-layer attenuated phase shift mask made up of an absorber layer, such as Ta, and a transparent layer, such as SiON, provides independent tuning of the attenuation and phase [5] . Experimental work has shown that a TaSiON mask provides an exposure latitude (EL) improvement over standard films (6% MoSi attenuated PSM and Cr/CrO binary) [6] . However, the improvement does not extend to more isolated pitches, due to a mask transmission resonance that can manifest as negative MEEF [7] .
These thick mask effects have resulted in a trend towards thinner masking layers, constraining optical properties to thin films well below exposing wavelengths. Restricting the mask thickness leads to a narrow choice of materials that possess appropriate complex optical constants (n and k). In addition, it becomes more difficult to control attenuation and phase independently as can be done with a multiple layer film stack. This work alternatively explores compensation methods through pupil wavefront manipulation, specifically in the form of spherical aberration in the projection lens.
THEORY
When features on a mask are on the order of the illumination wavelength, surface topography creates effects correlatable to optical aberrations, which can induce asymmetry in the Focus Exposure Matrix (FEM) [8] . This is seen in a single trench (ST) AltPSM, which exhibits an intensity imbalance between the etched and un-etched spaces [9] . This intensity imbalance is due to a non-zero diffraction order resulting from light scattering from the quartz edges of the etched feature towards the un-etched feature [10] [11] [12] . For small features with k 1 values below 0.35, a pitch dependent best focus (BF) has been experimentally observed [13] . This can be attributed to spherical aberration effects induced by the mask topography, manifested as a variation in defocus at increasing radial locations in the lens pupil [14] .
The major lithographic effects from spherical aberration include a pitch dependent best focus shift as well as a decrease in DOF [15] . Experimental measurement of FEM Tilt, also called isofocal tilt, has been used to provide a qualification of the amount of spherical aberration in the system [16] . Primary spherical aberration as a function of pupil radius, ρ, is described using the Zernike polynomial z 9 (6ρ 4 -6ρ 2 +1), where z 9 is the spherical aberration coefficient [17] . In Figures 1 and 2 , aerial image (AI) simulations of a binary mask with 1:1 duty ratio were performed in order to reveal only the effects of lens induced spherical, and not the photoresist. Kirchhoff modeling of features with a k 1 value between 0.75 and 1.23 was used to illustrate the tendencies of spherical aberration without the influence of mask topography effects. With a large positive applied spherical aberration value of +26 nm, the AI FEM appears tilted and experiences a positive BF shift [18] . (Here, the z 9 coefficient is represented as an RMS wavefront deviation in nanometers.) The best focus, found at the maximum NILS, becomes dependent on pitch. 
EXPERIMENT
Experiments were carried out in order to detect the sensitivity of wavefront manipulation in the lens pupil of a high NA full field immersion scanner. These experiments were completed on a 193 nm ASML TWINSCAN XT 1900i equipped with a 1.35NA projection lens. Five offsets of primary spherical aberration, {-5, -2.5, 0, +2.5, +5}nm, were induced using the ASML Image Tuner application. The applied aberration offsets were verified by ILIAS (Integrated Lens Interferometer at Scanner) measurements, and found to be {-4.97, -2.20, 0, 2.34, 4.74}nm. Two masks were exposed: a 6% attenuated phase shift mask with a 68 nm stack of MoSi, and a binary mask with a 73 nm stack of Cr and CrO. The scatterometry modules of the masks were exposed to allow fast metrology measurements using YieldStar TM S-200, which has shown good correlation to SEM measurements [19] . Process windows were analyzed with KLA-Tencor PRODATA TM with a CD specification of ±10%, where a 45 nm target was used. The resist stack contained 105 nm of a positive-tone chemically amplified photoresist, TArF-Pi-6001 (TOK), above a 95 nm ARC29SR BARC (Brewer). A Y-polarized X-oriented Dipole source with 0.928/0.595 sigma settings and a 40° opening angle was used. This illuminator allows the applied spherical aberration to be sampled within the pupil plane uniquely for different features depending on the orientation of the through-pitch lines. For vertical features, the diffraction orders sample the pupil radius, and for horizontal features, the diffraction orders sample the pupil edge.
Simulations with the thin masks were performed in order to evaluate the predictability of the applied spherical aberration. The 4x reduction lithographic system was simulated with a commercial lithography simulator, KLATencor PROLITH TM , by solving Maxwell's equations with the Rigorous Coupled-Wave Analysis (RCWA) algorithm. The diffraction pattern was calculated at multiple incident angles appropriate to the illumination source. The 6% attenuated phase shift mask (AttPSM) was modeled as a 68 nm film with n and k values of 2.422 and 0.586, respectively. The binary mask was modeled as a two layer stack of 55 nm Cr (n=1.477/k=1.762) below 18 nm of CrO (n=1.965/k=1.201). The raw data of the applied illuminator on the tool was used as the simulated source. The DOF and BF were extracted with exposure latitude of 5% for both data and simulation of the thin masks.
Simulations with thick mask stacks were performed in order to explore mask topography compensation. Two mask types with on-wafer target 45 nm lines through pitch were evaluated in a 1.35NA system: a strong alternating PSM and a 1% attenuated PSM. The 45 nm lines on the AltPSM were unbiased to keep the intensity imbalance present, whereas the 45 nm lines through pitch on the thick 1% attenuated PSM were biased to print at the same exposure. The absorber of the AltPSM was modeled as the 73 nm Cr/CrO stack, and the illumination was a Ypolarized conventional source with 0.3σ. The 1% attenuated mask stack contained 34 nm of Ta under 113.5 nm of SiON, and the illumination was an XY polarized cross quadrupole aperture (C-quad) with inner and outer sigma values of 0.86 and 0.66, at a 30° opening angle. A calibrated resist model based on the experimental stack was used. The rigorously simulated best focus values of the thick masks were extracted with exposure latitude of 3%.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental thin mask data
The influence of spherical aberration on the tilt of the FEM was observed in the data. For example, Figure 3 shows the process window for a vertical pitch of 160 nm on the 6% AttPSM at both a spherical value of -5 nm and +5 nm. The process window shows a larger linear tilt at the negative value when compared to the positive value of spherical aberration. The FEM Tilt was quantified by fitting a polynomial to the process window and extracting the linear coefficient as the Tilt. Extracted Tilt as a function of z 9 for several vertical pitches is shown to be pitch dependent in Figure 4 . The FEM Tilt tends to be higher with a negative value of spherical aberration. For the large pitches of 280 and 400 nm, the FEM Tilt remains low even with -5 nm of spherical aberration. This is due to the location of the diffraction orders in the pupil plane relative to the fingerprint of spherical aberration. For these pitches with the above mentioned dipole illumination, the zero and first orders lie symmetric about spherical aberration's minimum. The effect from spherical is reduced since similar phases are induced on the orders. For the 160 nm pitch, the first diffraction order is near the middle of the pupil, which is a maximum in spherical aberration's fingerprint, so it sees a higher phase value than the zero diffraction order, leading to a larger FEM Tilt effect. Extracted tilt for a variety of vertical pitches tends to be higher at a negative applied spherical. Figure 5 shows the process window for a horizontal pitch of 170 nm at both a spherical value of -5 nm and +5 nm. The process window shows a higher tilt at the positive z 9 value compared to the negative z 9 value. Extracted Tilt values for several horizontal pitches are shown in Figure 6 . The FEM Tilt tends to be higher at a positive value of spherical aberration. The FEM Tilt of horizontal pitches has the opposite relationship to spherical than vertical pitches due to the location of the diffraction orders in the pupil. For vertical pitches, the first diffraction orders lie along the radius of the pupil, whereas for horizontal pitches the first diffraction orders lie along the edge of the pupil. Spherical aberration has the opposite slope in these two regions, resulting in the opposite FEM Tilt tendency. The FEM Tilt trend for horizontal pitches is similar through pitch because the first diffraction order is always at a large pupil radius. Applied spherical aberration results in a best focus shift, which depends on the pitch and orientation of the features. Figure 7 shows that the best focus for a vertical pitch of 280 nm shifts negative with a positive applied spherical. Figure 8 shows that the best focus for a horizontal pitch of 280 nm shifts in the opposite direction. Again, this is due to the different regions of spherical that the first diffraction orders encounter, which have the opposite slope. The experimental best focus for several pitches is plotted with simulated values for both orientations in Figures  11 and 12 . The simulation predicts a linear relationship between best focus and spherical. The experimental best focus is plotted together with trend lines for the vertical orientation in Figures 9 and 10 . Note that the data for each offset of spherical aberration was taken on different wafers. Removing the data from the z 9 =0 wafer increases the average trend line R 2 value from 0.73 to 0.95, suggesting that the z 9 =0 wafer may be an outlier. In Figure 11 , the focus versus spherical slope for vertical features is dependent on pitch, which is characteristic of spherical aberration. The best focus deviation through pitch, or ΔBF, is minimized with a positive offset of spherical, which is the same offset of spherical which minimized FEM Tilt in Figure 4 . For horizontal pitches, the focus versus spherical slope is not dependent on pitch due to the limited pupil radial sampling, thus reveals a defocus-like trend. The experimental best focus for the exposures on a binary mask is plotted with simulation in Figures 13 and 14 . The zero z 9 data for the vertical pitches was removed, increasing the average R 2 from a trend line from 0.39 to 0.92. The best focus through spherical slope is similar to the AttPSM; negative slope for vertical pitches and positive slope for horizontal pitches. The ΔBF for vertical pitches is minimized with a positive value of spherical and the horizontal pitches reveal less spherical effect due to limited radial sampling of the pupil. The best focus was measured for the CD and length of line end features on the 6% AttPSM, shown in Figure 15 . The influence of spherical can be seen as the pitch dependent slope of BF. Similar to the 6% AttPSM vertical pitches, the ΔBF is reduced with a positive amount of spherical aberration. For both the binary and AttPSM masks, the UDOF is not degraded by mask topography effects since the small ΔBF allows the UDOF to be only limited by the feature with the smallest DOF. This demonstrates why industry has trended towards the use of these thin masks. 
Simulated thick masks
The mask topography of a ST AltPSM causes the Kirchhoff approximation to no longer be valid. For the Kirchhoff simulation, the un-etched space FEM is identical to the etched space FEM, shown in Figures 16a and 16b . The FEM contains a small positive linear tilt, due to the spherical aberration of the photoresist. However, when Maxwell's rigorous equations are used, the intensity imbalance results in different best exposures (BE) for the unetched and etched spaces, as shown in Figures 16c and 16d . The un-etched space FEM contains a negative linear tilt, and the etched 180° shifted space contains a positive linear tilt. The group best focus over both space features is shifted to the top half of the FEM, and the UDOF becomes degraded. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, pupil wavefront manipulation in the form of spherical aberration was explored to find equivalent wavefront solutions for thick mask compensation. Experimental data with a thin mask was carried out in order to detect spherical aberration's tendencies. Spherical was shown to linearly shift best focus and to tilt the FEM. Orientation dependent trends were explained based on the location of the diffraction orders relative to spherical aberration's fingerprint. For vertical features imaged with X-Dipole, the best focus shift was pitch dependent, allowing spherical to tune the through-pitch best focus deviation. A positive value of spherical aberration minimized the best focus deviation as well as minimized FEM Tilt. Experimental best focus values showed a similar trend to rigorous simulations, demonstrating that the sensitivity to induced spherical aberration can be predicted.
Rigorous simulations of thick masks suggest that spherical can be used to decrease best focus deviation, resulting in an improved UDOF. A ST AltPSM can be matched to a DT AltPSM, and likewise, a thick TaSiON AttPSM can be matched to a thin AttPSM. FlexWave, a high resolution wavefront manipulator on ASML NXT scanners, has the ability to induce aberrations up to z 64 , which may allow compensation for more complex thick mask aberration signatures [20] . This work suggests that pupil manipulation is a powerful tool to compensate for thick mask effects. However, it does not provide a global solution, only over a specific set of features.
